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Models from the inception of the WRX to the model year were based on standard Impreza
platforms; the GV and GR platform models sold from until were wide-body versions of the third
generation Impreza GE and GH platforms, respectively. The body design also took a stronger
departure from the Impreza donor model than in the past. However, the entire front end
bodywork plus the rear quarter panels were unique to the WRX. The rear doors received a
subtle reskin with an upwards kink and revised character line, but retained an otherwise
identical shape. It uses the new 2. On all previous WRXs, the turbocharger was located near the
right-hand side of the firewall , close to the third cylinder. With the new FA20F engine, Subaru
fitted the turbocharger at the front of the car, close to the serpentine accessory belts. There is a
robust aluminum skid plate that protects the underside of the turbocharger. Mounting the turbo
lower in the engine bay helps reduce the car's center of gravity to It is also available with a
Lineartronic TR CVT with 6 or 8 simulated "gears" accessible through paddle shifters on the
steering wheel. Behind the wheel, the most noticeable difference between the EJ and FA
engines is the latter's broader torque curve. The 2. However, it is equipped with modifications to
the ECU which have increased fuel economy, and has given a slight boost in power. The
steering rack was changed to a quicker ratio, as used in the Japan delivered vehicles, as
opposed to the ratio of the previous models. A sound tube device, also seen on the BRZ , has
also been fitted to the air intake system to channel certain induction and turbo frequencies into
the cabin, reports show this is only fitted to vehicles in some markets. Starting in , the US
version of the limited STI was also made available with either the traditional high wing or,
optionally, with the standard WRX low profile wing. The possible digits are:. In January for the
North America market, Subaru announced several improvements that addressed some of the
criticism of the model debut, including a newly revised suspension, revised, upgraded interior
materials and a quieter cabin, and a revised front styling. For the WRX, a newly available
performance Package option included Recaro front seats with 8-way power driver's seat,
improved brake pads, and a moonroof delete to reduce weight. For the model year, the WRX
received some mid-generation improvements. The model first went on sale at dealerships in
summer The standard WRX added heated exterior mirrors already a standard on higher level
trims. A new, larger 5. The WRX Premium trim added a larger multimedia audio unit. WRX
Limited models added an 8-way power driver's seat with lumbar adjustment. The model first
went on sale at dealerships in the summer of On previous models, Eyesight was only available
as an option package. Subaru's collision avoidance system , known as EyeSight, is only
available on CVT models, along with reverse automatic braking. EyeSight was made standard
on all CVT-equipped models starting with model year Only units of these were released in North
America. Upgrades also include a quicker-ratio to-1 steering rack compared to to-1 for the stock
unit. STI-spec Recaro front bucket seats, Bilstein adjustable DampMatic II front suspension, and
drilled rotors clamped by Brembo monoblock six-piston front calipers and four-pot rear
calipers. The new color covers the outside, and it is also offset with gloss black inch BBS
wheels, badges and mirror caps. Blue stitching brings the color into the interior, and Subaru's
seven-inch navigation system with a nine-speaker stereo is standard for this version. The S
used a 2. It has other upgrades similar to those of the WRX STI S a quicker ratio steering rack,
Bilstein DampMatic II front suspension, Recaro front bucket seats, inch BBS wheels, drilled
rotors clamped by Brembo monoblock six-piston front calipers and four-pot rear calipers,
intercooler water spray, a torque vectoring system, and more. Up to units could be equipped
with the NBR Challenge Package, which features a carbon fibre wing, front lip spoiler, and roof.
The remapping of the Electronic Control Unit and the fitment of a performance exhaust system
has contributed to improved performance. A new engine brace has been fitted for better
stability and balance. The spoiler vane gets a stainless steel STI badge unique to this limited
edition model and high gloss black Diamond Edition badges appear on the sides of the rear
wing. This numbered limited edition was restricted to examples for the United States and 75
examples for Canada. For the model year , but available only in Japan, Subaru debuted its
lightest, fastest and best-handling WRX to date. Meanwhile, Subaru Technica International
helped the vehicle shave some 22 pounds by bringing the weight down to pounds while
reinforcing the chassis and putting on bigger brakes while adding some aerodynamic elements.
The RA-R uses a turbocharged 2. This model is similar to the Series. Gray edition sold in the
US, with its name derived from the Japanese word for thunderstorm. This model was not
available with a CVT, buyers could only get a 6-speed manual transmission. The Raiu Edition
got sporty upgrades, like an STI-branded front lip, side sill, and rear side spoilers along with a
unique short-throw shifter. Jurid front breaks and red-painted calipers were also standard. The
Raiu Edition also got the Sport-tech RS trim's existing features, including Recaro front seats
with "Ultrasuede," a seven-inch touchscreen "Starlink" multimedia system, and a nine-speaker
Harmon Kardon stereo system. Other performance upgrades included Jurid high performance

front brake pads and a moonroof delete to save weight. The interior front seats were upgraded
to ultrasuede covered Recaro seats with an 8-way power feature for the driver. Both models
also got upgraded suspension and brakes. Modifications to each car are overseen by Japanese
rally driver Toshihiro Arai, who competed in the World Rally Championship with Subaru. Arai
Motorsports will install the HKS parts while adding components of its own, including an RQA air
filter and an in-house front chassis brace to help with frame rigidity. A carbon fiber rear lip
spoiler aids grip at insanely high speeds and serial-numbered Recaro bucket seats explicitly
designed for the TC will hold the driver down inside. Gray and Canadian Raiu Editions.
Suspension and braking upgrades were included, along with cosmetic ones like bronze wheels
and black accents. The car is only available in a special ceramic white. Only 75 units were
available to the Canadian market compared to the Raiu Edition's units. Kanrai, which translates
to "winter thunder," sports an exclusive Ceramic White exterior paint along with the aggressive
characteristics found in the WRX STI. The standard Brembo 6-pot front and 2-pot rear brake
system with cross-drilled rotors and silver painted calipers. Subaru removed the spare tire and
replaced it with a repair kit to help this STI shave some pounds. The Kanrai incorporates a black
low-profile lip spoiler, black badging, mirror caps, and shark fin antenna to complement the
Ceramic White paint. What makes it pop is the black front grille receives the STI's unique cherry
colour. With only units produced, the limited edition has a balanced version of the EJ20 engine,
according to Subaru the pistons and connecting rods have a 50 percent reduction in weight
differences, crankshafts have an 85 percent lower tolerance in rotational balance, flywheels and
clutch covers have a 50 percent reduction in rotational balance tolerances, precision close to
that of a racing engine. The WRX has been met with mixed reviews by automotive journalists. Its
sharp styling is usually listed as polarizing, too, although the bulk of criticism in that area is
based on the lack of a hatchback model. Performance numbers vary from publication to
publication. It runs the quarter-mile anywhere from On the skidpad, roadholding numbers range
from 0. WRX models from the through the model year suffer from rev hang fixed with a tune ,
though this was fixed for the model year. Powertrain details were not released, only stating that
it uses Subaru's Symmetrical AWD with a boxer engine. In the United States, sales have fallen
since , with being the peak year for the WRX even after including pre-split models. This could be
attributed to a fall in sedan sales and car sales in general. The car was crashed in the race and
was never used again for rally, but its good performance was noted, as it made 2nd place and
was even leading the rally at one point. The Impreza was smaller and more nimble, giving it an
advantage over the Legacy. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Main article:
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BT. Increase the search radius for more results. Based on the radius, a new location list is
generated for you to choose from. All rights reserved. Kilometers to. Finance new cars only.
Price: Price from. Price to. Year from. Year to. More Filtering Options. Price -. For Sale By:
Owner Dealer. Engine Displacement cc : -. Kilometers: -. Year: -. Update Cancel. Use Distance
Search to find Ads based on where you are and how far you want to travel. Sign Up. Kijiji Alerts.
Sort by Posted: oldest first Posted: newest first Price: lowest first Price: highest first. Notify me
when new ads are posted. For sale by: All. Your ad deserves to be on top. Learn more about our
Top Ad feature. Great for kids ages years old. Polaris Ranger. Thunder Bay. Only considering
selling due to interest in something else. Just looking to see if there's any interest. Comes with
snow package worth more than machine. Curtis cab and plow very heavy duty. Heat, power
steering, bluetooth stereo. Only selling if other deal goes through. Please Contact. Wanted:
Looking for kids quad. Looking for a kids quad cc cc. Would also be interested in something
that would need a little work. Let me know what you have and a price. Engine Type: 4-stroke
single cylinder Displacement: Fuel Capacity: 6. Highlights: Packed with class-leading
suspension travel and electronic power steering for next-level comfort and control. Honda New
battery and completely serviced. Looks and runs like new. Brand new Maverick trail R with 3km
2h12min engine hours I bought it last June and was injured a couple days later. With no clear
date to when I can use it might as well let it go. More pictures can be sent upon request.
Currently on wheel dollies in the garage. Off road quad trailer. Thunder Bay Yesterday. Off road
quad trailer new. Spring assisted Tilt box. Front and back tailgates. Call Wanted: Looking to buy
ktm race quad. Looking to buy a ktm race quad open to other but Manly looking for a ktm. Call
or text Dale Check Out cpi-thunder. Swamp witch tires and rims. Tires have about 50 km on
them Tires are on rims stored in barn for last few years. Decided going to stick with stock tires
so that i dont rip up my lawn. The rims are not brand new but in pretty good shape. And dusty.
Pattern is 4 x The cc engine that has been tuned for prolonged wide-open throttle bursts, to the
high and low range mud specific transmission with lower gearing. Wanted: Looking for cc quad,
2wd or 4wd. Wanted small quad cc, 2wd or 4wd preferably running condition. Automatic 4x4
only one available. Hurry down Now Financing Available oac Engine: Atv tires 2 sets. Intercity
Powersports Give the next generation a bold introduction to the world of off-roading.
Highlights: A 4-stroke engine and fully-independent front suspension system help kids ride with
ease. An adjustable throttle and speed-limiting governor put a limit on horsepower out on the
trail. I am looking for a used Can-Am Outlander Max with power steering. Engine size optional.
Let me know what you have. Wanted: Looking for Honda quad cc. Please contact if you have a
Honda quad you want to sell, will consider other makes and models. Arctic Cat Panther trail.
Great shape, reverse, electric start needs a battery. For sale is my XMR. Purchased May , dealer
serviced, no issues. Solid machine. Mechanically sound. Cosmetically, you can tell it has been
used. Has km, 30 hours. Spent most of those hours in mud as you'd expect. Camso T4S Atv
Tracks. Tracks are essentially brand new, all mounting hardware included. Only serious buyers
please, tracks are in storage. Can dliver if near by or meet half way for further deliveries. The
new HO is smoother, stronger and more versatile, making your hard-earned dollar go further.
This side by side is known for its compact side and trail capabilities without any compromise of
power or fun! Come on down to Half-Way Motors Powersports and it for yourself. Or contact Jay
Jacobsen Sales Manager at jay. Good shape, ds90 firm. Brand new Kawasaki brute force left
side panel. A single-seater quad at an astonishing price! Best value in its class! Intercity
Powersports Aggressive and eye-catching 2-seater. An absolute pleasure to ride! Used only 1
winter season, essentially brand new, all mounting hardware included. STI Aluminum Rims. STI
Aluminum Rims.. With Kenda " The Trakker " 20 x Near new Honda Rancher Upgraded to a
larger ATV so this one has to go. Outfitted with winch. Fresh service and ready to go. Intercity
Powersports Big Performance. Big Value - A machine that excels with a price that's tough to
beat. Intercity Powersports Works Hard. Rides Easy - Unmatched comfort for the to-do list and
the trail. EFI Engine: A ready-to-ride, cc liquid-cooled single cylinder engine puts a Argo for
Sale. Argo 8X8. Complete with winch, brush guard, heat extraction fan, bilge pump, heater kit,
hand rails, rear winch receiver kit, 40 amp alternator, 18 inch rubber tracks, outboard bracket,
gas can carrier, trailer hitch and windshield. Recently Added:. The second generation of the
Subaru Impreza compact car was introduced in and manufactured up to by Subaru in Ota,
Gunma , Japan , in both sedan GD series and five-door wagon GG series bodystyles, as well as
two intermediate facelifts throughout its lifespan. The Impreza received naturally aspirated 1.
Export models typically received all-wheel drive , with front-wheel drive also available in the
Japanese domestic market. Built on a significantly modified version of the first generation
platform , the new Impreza followed much the same formula as its predecessor, including a
similarly contoured silhouette. As Subaru had intended to homologate the sedan chassis for
rallying , the decision to increase the width of the sedanâ€”which placed it into the higher taxed

number "3" divisionâ€”brought added stability. Other main improvements to the chassis
included a percent increase in torsional rigidity; mainly due to revisions in front subframe
design. The suspension retained its basic MacPherson strut in the front and rear, although
Subaru altered the geometry. Subaru claims that compared to the previous model, the GD
chassis is percent and 82 percent stiffer in torsional and beam rigidity, respectively. This
stiffness is primarily due to the addition of a steel "ring" which encircles the cabin at the
B-pillar. While the stiffness was increased for passenger safety, it has the added benefit of
providing more stability for motorsports events. Firehouse magazine notes that the Jaws of Life
need to cut the Subaru's B-pillars at certain points in order to cut through the car frame. In
Subaru's home market of Japan, the Impreza range started with the 1. Subaru fitted a DOHC
version of the same engine to the automatic-only 1. For both models, front- and all-wheel drive
versions were available. Subaru released this generation of Impreza to North America in for the
model year. All American Imprezas use some form of the 2. The Outback Sport was sold in
Australia for model years â€”, but it was renamed as the Impreza RV with the same color
scheme as the American version. The Impreza was Wheels magazine's Car of the Year for After
mixed reaction to the round headlight design, in Subaru enlisted the help of Peter Stevens of
Prodrive , who updated the car's fascia in in the US for the model year , with more rectangular
headlamps. For the US market, the facelifted Impreza was offered as 2. This version of the
Impreza has gained the nickname 'Blob Eye' among Subaru enthusiasts. From June in Japan
model year Imprezas have been redesigned, along with new headlights, taillights, and bumpers.
Greek designer Andreas Zapatinas , formerly of Alfa Romeo , penned the updated front-end in
The facelift introduced Subaru's new corporate face, including its controversial "jet intake and
wings" grille design that first appeared on the Subaru R2 kei car. The new corporate face was
designed to pay homage to their aircraft manufacturing roots, the Nakajima Aircraft Company.
This version of the Impreza has gained the nickname 'Hawk Eye' among Subaru enthusiasts.
The original styling applied to A and B. Initially this design proved to be rather unpopular which
prompted a more conventional design for the applied C, D and E models. The engine, retained
from the Version 6 STi, still retains the semi-closed deck block and is still labelled as the EJ
However the engines did gain AVCS, further improving their low-end torque production. The
interior was updated with an STi logo on the gauge and the tachometer also has a red shift light.
Externally, the STi has a larger hood scoop and has foglight covers with the STi logo embossed
on them. The DCCD was updated to work with anti-lock brakes. The version nomenclature was
dropped from the name. The engine was detuned to meet emission standards. The front brake
rotors are ventilated while there are rear solid disks. It has a Torsen rear LSD and a 4. The
transmission has close-ratio gears unique to Subaru of Japan at that point in time. Along with
the rest of the Impreza line, the grille and body of the WRX STi was lightly updated by Peter
Stevens to give it a more angular look when seen from the side. The color of the STi logo on the
foglights was changed to pink. Aside from minor suspension improvements and a small
increase in torque output, virtually everything remained unchanged. This model was much
lighter than the Type RA as it received lighter glass and body panels. The Spec C's handling
was much improved due to an increase in caster from 3. This was done by including different
control arms. This increased caster significantly helped the turn-in capabilities of the car. The
transmission is supplied with its own oil cooler. The power and torque ratings are the same as
the previous year. The wheel diameters are increased to 17" in size. The rear brake rotor is
changed to a ventilated disk, leaving the car to use only ventilated disks for braking. The rear
wing is on wing risers. The WRX line receives a body exterior update and an improved
transmission. It sported a carbon-fiber wing and a carbon fiber lip. It also had a new set of BBS
wheels as well as a newly tuned engine. There is a WR-stickered titanium shift knob. The wheels
are changed for STI, gold-colored Rays-sourced wheels. Subaru unveiled this model at the
Detroit International Auto Show, only 1 month after Mitsubishi announced the arrival of the
horsepower Lancer Evolution 8, which out-performed the 2. All STis received additional rear
arch flaring in order to allow an increase in wheel size. The wheel size changed from 17" x 7. In
accordance with the increased wheel width, steering lock-to-lock turns have been reduced.
Wheel hub strength was improved. The P. The interior was vastly improved as well. A whole
new center console now brings out a very high grade interior feel. The rear suspension is
changed from rubber bushings to pillowball bushings. The strut tower was further stiffened for
improved handling and stability. The strut towers were reinforced for better handling and better
ride characteristics. The engine mounts were changed from metal to liquid-filled plastic mounts
to reduce vibrations into the car's cabin. Some owners have had issues with these plastic
engine mounts. The manufacturer will replace them, under warranty if broken, with the rubber
mounts. For the STI, changes include a different turbocharger VF43 equipped with a slightly
larger wastegate port to prevent boost creep VF43, as opposed to VF39 in the older version and

revised gearing on the 6-speed manual transmission. This means the intake manifold is a bit
different as well as the TVG Tumble Valve Generators used for emissions on cold start-ups. All
of the suspension and powertrain parts included STi parts from the STi part catalogue. The
interior included special edition STi seats with red STi logo stitching. A smaller, lightweight
air-cond compressor was fitted to save weight. The S had a production run of units for the
Japanese domestic market and was sold-out in a mere two weeks. Individually numbered
badges for each car is located under the ashtray. No thick heavy carpets, lightweight aluminum
hood, thinner door skins and cards, thinner glass windows, special fitted lightweight STi parts
to replace the lower arms and a lightweight alternator. Unique to the S are the pink STi lateral
links. The brake rotors were gas slotted. The steering rack was swapped out to one with an
uprated ratio. With the S STi model, they also re-did some of the internals too. Molybdenum
coated pistons were used to lower friction together with hollow intake valves. The AWD-system
consists of a Suretrac diff upfront and mechanical diff at the rear. The wheels were STi labeled
Rays Volk alloys. The exterior featured an adjustable carbon-fiber GT-style wing at the back of
which only were produced and a manually operated roof vent â€” rally car style. Less known to
the non S-Series enthusiasts, the S came with many other rally-use parts such as steel braided
brake lines, 12 liter intercooler tank at the back, and an additional anti-surge fuel tank to name a
few. Of late, the rare S has become a collectors' car especially among enthusiasts. Again it is
basically a car with all the STi parts available. The new S was released at the end of It does away
with the roof spoiler and has a different grille from the rest of the Impreza line. Suspension can
be described as 'stiff' with torsional rigidity enhanced by the inclusion of laterally mounted
items described as "performance dampers" bearing both the STi logo and Yamaha. As a result,
cornering can be described as excellent. The addition of a carbon fiber front-lip spoiler and a
rear diffuser on an already low suspension setup plus the use of low-profile Pirelli P Zero Corsa
tires implies the S is intended mostly for sealed road use. Recaro has used carbon fibre
extensively in the manufacture of the driver and front passenger seats available in the S The
high side bolsters provide significant support to the driver during maneuvers that induce lateral
forces and are considered to be an integral feature to the cornering performance of this vehicle.
The seats are rigid in design and have relatively little cushioning compared to other Impreza
models. Advertising material produced by Subaru for the S indicate that a limited run of S's
were made. Individually numbered badges for each car are located within the engine bay and
repeated as a small plaque situated at the base of the gear lever. The lack of individual badging
for these five cars brings into question the real number of Ss manufactured. The engine has
been blueprinted and balanced. The front brakes are 6-piston Brembo brakes. The brakes are
made so that they change from silver to gold when heated from usage. The rotors are slotted.
The exterior has been toned down with the removal of large rear spoiler, black Brembo brakes,
titanium colored Enkei wheels, a black STI front lip and leather seats in order to target the more
mature market. Due to complaints of slower acceleration in comparison to the GC-chassis WRX,
the gear ratios and diff ratio are changed to the same specifications as the Japanese domestic
market WRX to improve overtaking and in gear acceleration. Also added was a Suretrac limited
slip rear differential. Japanese engineers claimed that drive would still be directed to the
gripping wheel even if the other wheel was off the ground. The WRP10 was available from late
January and was limited to units, featuring individually numbered badges. It includes
enhancements to the wheels, tires, suspension, engine, and exhaust over a standard WRX. The
'WR' stands for 'World Rally', the 'P' for Subaru's partnership with Pirelli tires, and the '10'
indicates the 10th anniversary of this partnership. Together, the STi sports parts increase
rigidity for improved ride and handling; giving the WRP10 a more aggressive stance. Some cost
reductions were made, such as downgrading the stereo. The final drive ratio on this car is 4.
The car also received the same facelift as the other markets. In stock form, it reaches a peak
The seats are the same as the basic J-spec Impreza. The wheels are cast 16" x 6. The gear ratios
are the standard export models, but the final drive is a 3. The rear LSD is a viscous coupling
type. The steering rack has a ratio of VTD employs an electronically controlled hydraulic
transfer clutch and a planetary gear center differential to distribute power in a split between the
front and rear axles under normal circumstances. The VTD system uses multiple sensors to
measure front and rear driveshaft speeds, throttle position and gear selection. Then it actively
transfers power accordingly between the front and rear wheels for optimum traction and
handling. There are few changes from applied B. There is also a valve that prevents
"drop-clutch" starts in an effort to reduce the number of shattered gear boxes from abusive
AWD launching. The ignition ring is now illuminated with green lighting. Early WRXs had brake
duct plates. At the end of calendar year , the brake duct plates were no longer equipped on the
WRXs. A shorter metal fuel pipe and longer connector hose were implemented under the intake
manifold to avoid fuel leaks at freezing temperatures. The WRX is equipped with multi-phase

valve struts to improve ride quality while retaining good handling. The tachometer was moved
to center, and the speedometer was moved to the right. All part numbers matched up, including
the part-numbers for the glass windows and dampers. Unlike the EJ, it features hypereutectic
cast pistons. The WRX received an updated interior, body color rocker panels, black painted
headlamp bezels, and wheels that were previously seen on the base US-spec Legacy and a
single-port exhaust. The suspension has also received a few small updates to make handling
more efficient compared to the model. Cassette players in the stereo system were no longer
offered. As with the Japanese-spec C models, US-spec STis received additional rear fender
flaring in order to allow an increase in wheel size. The wheel size went from 17" x 7. The
Suretrac front LSD in the model was replaced with a helical unit, the rear differential remains the
same clutch type unit. In the interior, the Stereo became standard. The badging has been
revised and different look was given to the steering wheel, shift knob, HVAC controls, and
center console. For the Subaru Impreza WRX received a complete front-end re-design, restyled
headlights with smoke-tinted lenses, a three-section mesh-type grill, and distinguished new tail
lamp clusters. The biggest change was the 2. It replaced the 2. Performance was improved in all
speed ranges, with greater emphasis on low-end and mid-range torque. The 2. The first gear in
the transmission received dual-ring synchros to improve downshifts from 2nd to 1st and reduce
notchiness. On sedan models, aluminum front suspension lower A-arms reduced unsprung
weight. The rear suspension gained forward aluminum lateral links in the model year. The
steering rack was updated for improved steering feel and the steering rack ratio was changed to
The more powerful brake system employed The rear brakes were Like the Japanese-spec STIs
engine mounts were changed from metal to liquid-filled plastic mounts to reduce vibrations into
the car's cabin. The manufacturer will replace them, under warranty, if broken, with the rubber
and metal mounts. Later vehicles were equipped from the factory with mounts. The center
differential is updated with the addition of a mechanical limited slip mechanism to supplement
the electromagnetic DCCD. The oil pump within the transmission was also deleted. As a
cost-cutting effort, the WRX has its aluminum suspension reverted to steel-cast pieces. The
EJ's cylinder heads have been redesigned to improve cooling, and the sodium -filled exhaust
valves have been deleted. Pistons are the same as previous years. The alternator is changed
from a 90A rating to amps. The rear Limited Slip Differential is now a Torsen unit, considered an
upgrade from the previous model's clutch type unit. The turbo has also been changed to the
VF43, which has a different wastegate actuator than the VF The side cowl braces are stiffer than
the MY. The engine mounts are once again the hard rubber mounts used prior to On the interior,
there is an audio jack that replaces the ashtray , a rear center armrest with trunk pass-through
and a W audio system. A secondary air pump was also added to help meet LEV2. Top Feed
injectors replaced the Side Feed from the previous models. Subaru produced examples of the
UK to celebrate the rallying success in the UK from the previous years. Also standard was a
chrome mesh front grille, front lip spoiler, quick shift gearchange, side sill plates and
RBbranded gear knob, carpet mats and exclusive exterior badging. Each owner will also receive
an individually numbered black alloy tax disc holder. A 'discreet' version of the STI was made
for a more conservative market. It is similar to the Japanese-spec A-Line except it had a regular
WRX spoiler on the boot, silver wheels not Gold and no rear roof vane. As standard, it has
projector-style fog lights, Smartnav with touch screen operation, Vehicle Tracker, and safe
speed system. The interior featured standard leather trim on the seats and doors, Auto climate
control and extra sound insulation. It was limited to a run of cars in only Crystal Grey Metallic
so therefore is even rarer than the RB Subaru produced only cars; 4dr saloon versions and 5dr
hatchback models. The name was derived from the 2. The top speed of the GB was slightly
lower than that of other Imprezas because it features a Prodrive Quickshift 5-speed gearbox that
offered faster gearshifts compared to the standard 6-speed gearbox. The suspension has been
upgraded to Eibach springs, an Eibach rear stabilizer bar and Bilstein struts. It also has special
silver mesh grilles. Subaru manufactured a badge engineered version of the second generation
Impreza hatchback, marketed by Saab as the " Saab X " stylized as 9 2X in the North American
market for model years, â€” Saab redesigned the front and rear exterior styling of the car to
integrate it with Saab's overall brand design language. The interior received extra acoustic
insulation over the Subaru, with particular attention paid to the firewall , carpeting, roof, and
rear window seals. The majority of the interior of the X is identical to the Impreza wagon. Saab
offered a 2-tone seat design based on the earlier second gen Impreza wagon, as well as the
instrument cluster from the earlier second gen Impreza. All wheel drive was standard on both
the X and the X. Saab also specified their own front seats incorporating active head restraints,
unlike the fixed headrest seats in the equivalent Impreza WRX. The rear suspension arms are
aluminum, with further reduction of unsprung weight achieved by using plastic in place of
heavier components, bushings unique to the Saab, and recalibrated dampers. The steering had

been made more responsive and exact in the Aero by using the steering rack shared by the STI
version of the WRX, which features a faster The X is not particularly popular with Saab brand
loyalists because the changes from the Subaru are mostly cosmetic. In October , however, GM
decided that it would sell 8. The X was discontinued after the model year with the dissolution of
the partnership between Fuji and GM. Saab offered the model year X with Subaru's naturally
aspirated 2. All-wheel drive came standard with an optional four-speed automatic transmission
available instead of the five-speed manual for both trims. For , Saab offered three options
packages. When ordered on with the "Linear" trim, the premium package also included the
in-dash six-CD changer, front fog lamps, vinyl door cards, and a leather-wrapped steering wheel
and shift knob. In Canada, cars equipped with the cold package also included an engine block
heater. The sport package added a sunroof, and for the "Aero" only, included inch wheels.
Updates for the model year included the re-branding of the "Linear" to "2. The Aero's 2. For , the
cars had different options packages that essentially broke down the same equipment
differently. The premium package became known as the leather package and incorporated the
same additions as previously. The cold weather package also remained unchanged. However,
the sport package, with its upgraded inch wheel upgrade package, became exclusive to the
Aero as the sunroof became a standalone option. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Saab X. Justy KA. Outback Sport. XV Crosstrek. Sport compact. WRX VA. Legacy BM. Legacy
BN. Legacy BW. XT AX. SVX CX. Forester SF. Forester SG. Forester SH. Forester SJ. Forester
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Ascent WM. Coupe utility. Baja BT. ADS works hand in hand with Subaru Australia to provide
specialist services and products. The company has gone from strength to strength, forming
alliances with premium auto engineering companies such as Cosworth and PPG to provide
products for motorsport and other specialist applications. Many hours have gone into research
to identify inherent engine and gearbox weaknesses and to produce solutions. This led to the
division of ADS into four specialist divisions and the development of many refinements in
products and configurations. The team at ADS continuously moves with the times keeping up
with all the latest industry developments. Subaru Cosworth Engine. ADS overhauled diesel
particulate units. There are no current vacancies, however we are always interested in hearing
from mechanics who love working on Subarus. Replacing your own clutch? Converting a VW or
kit car to Subaru power? We have qualified techs standing by to discuss your needs, and tailor
made kits for all DIY projects. Bon appetite! Find out about the latest in fuel-saving technology,
with around 4 liters per hundred kilometers, and zero pollution in heavy traffic. A clogged
particulate filer will stop your Subaru and an expensive replacement used to be the only
solution. ADS can now clean them for a fraction of that cost. Read about the particulate filter,
and how to keep it in good condition. Late model Subarus are fitted with an air injection system
that reduces emissions on cold starts. When these systems fail, at around K they are hard to
diagnose and expensive to repair. FInd out how to make big savings. When it left our shop it
was making kw at the wheels and I would like to extend my gratitude with your professionalism
relating to my recent purchase. The guys Peter and Gavin at Meng were also extremely helpful
and I would recommend their business for any future clients of yours in Mackay. Thank you all

once again, it is refreshing to see Hey guys Just wanted to say a huge thankyou for the service
you provided me today. Was dealing with Nazi and what an easy bloke to communicate with.
Ordered my turbo, gaskets and hose for a wrx and it is all in transit. Luckily, I stumbled across
the details for All Drive Subaroo â€” the team My engine had issues with Cylinder 3 and lack of
compression. Hi Niazi, Just wanted to take a minute to thank you for the work done on my
Forester. My work contact details are listed in the signature of this email. If you ever need Hi
ADS guys! Thanks for getting me back on the road so fast. Getting your reconditioned 2. Home
The previous track record was held by her husband Roger Gordon with a time of Unparalleled
professionalism, Excellent workmanship, and all work done well within the given time frame. I
recently had my02 wrx engine replaced, with an sti 03 remanefactured engine. They managed to
squeeze me in even though they had a busy schedule and found out a few things that I got the
dealer to fix before the purchase. I recently had my Engine fail, and was looking for somewhere
to build me a new engine. Upon looking around on the net, I found All Drive Subaroo, I saw they
had engine packages available using Cosworth parts, a name that comes to mind when you
think of motorsport. We try to stay in constant contact with our customers. During business
hours we will contact you asap, otherwise we will be in touch within 1 business day,
alternatively if you wish to talk to an ADS consultant, please call us on Subaru just got even
better! Quality Subaru Log Book Services ADS employs only the most qualified Subaru
technicians; professionals that are consistently undergoing training courses to finely tune their
expanding skills. Minor and major servicing Pre-Purchase inspections Clutch and brake system
repairs. Book Now. Latest Blog Posts. View all Blog Posts. Organe Subaru. James Knighton.
Warren Bolton. Luke Singleton. Bruce Loveridge Engineering Manager. Glen Lonsdale. Zagami
Engineering Manager. Joanna Doe. Phil Stevens. Nick Taylor. Julian Garland. Slogan Ryan
Borrow. Facebook Rating. All Drive Subaroo. Chris I would like to thank you along with Issac
and Niazi and all involved in getting my sons car back on the road for him. Unfortunately it was
left up to myself to make arrangements to have his car repaired due to the long hours that he
works and the stress that he felt he was under given the fact that he had only purchased the car
in the last weeks using all his savings to do so. I choose Alldrive Subaroo after doing some
research online and reading all of the positive reviews. Being 53 I personally had no experience
with these types of cars I have added some photos of my cars to show how far my knowledge is
with these WRX cars so you can understand I can say that I was treated from the start to the
finish like a VIP everything was explained to me in a manner that I could understand as well as
all cost upfront. Its very rare these days to get the service that I received from every one that I
spoke with along with pictures sent of the engine building process. All this gave me full
confidence that you guys were doing the right thing by me knowing that I was six hours away
lack of any knowledge and a father willing to do what ever was needed for his son. The guys
were incredibly knowledgeable, turned my situation around and brought my WRX back from the
dead better than ever. Rang these guys today for some technical advice. I am in South Australia,
so can't call into their workshop. Rob was extremely helpful and took the time to talk me
through some possible faults and steps I could take in diagnosing and repairing my sons
Forester. Genuinely helpful and know their Subaru's. Will be calling again if I need the parts to
repair. Thanks Rob. Very detailed diagnosis and repair. Very happy with the services and
reasonably priced too which was a bonus. Very professional and enthusiastic. Rob and every
member of the team went out of their way for our little family. Cost, transparency and expertise!
Had my Gen V Liberty engine, transmission and suspension upgraded had engine failure last
year- and I wanted that car back on the road - ADS followed up all correspondence when I first
was looking at how to go about getting the vehicle on the road before any deposit or
commitment to the project- no other place was anywhere near the level of professionalism of
these guys others gave ambiguous answers or didn't return calls - Isaac was great to discuss
and understand options for the build. Even though I had to ship the car interstate to have the
work done, the car was in the best hands! When I received the car back - it was transformed - it
performs beautifully, gear shift is better than when I bought the car new. It is a better vehicle in
all ways than when I picked it up off the showroom floor. Thanks Gab for all the work on the
performance side The work done was done in a professional manner, no shortcuts were taken,
presentation of the vehicle where the work was done was impeccable. I can not speak more
highly of All Drive Subaru. I have been using All Drive Subaroo for the last 4 years now for
various parts for my 05 wrx and have always found them to be helpful and professional. I live in
Melbourne so finding a company out of state who is trustworthy and is good at what they do
was important to me and they have never let me down. My latest purchase of a new engine was
made less stressful knowing I was being well looked after. Every email was responded to
quickly and all my questions answered also. I Would like to take this time to say a big thank you
to Isaac , who I think I sent emails too lol thanks so much for being patient with me. And to the

rest of the team thank you also. The new engine feels fantastic and I look forward too many
years of fun with it. I can highly recommend them for your next Subaru part or service. Regards
Brien T. Just wanted to express my gratitude and big thanks to Gab from All Drive Subaroo.
Upon having to pull over to the side of road due to engine acting up and not knowing the
problem whilst waiting for a tow truck. Gab pulled over to offer his help, I was surprised by his
kindness to offer on helping. After diagnosising the problem and temporarily fixing it, I was very
appreciative of his dedication to help others in need and expertise. Again, thank you for your
help tonight Gab. Would recommend All Drive Subaroo roo for all other fellow subie owners!
Very competitive pricing and excellent workshop. These guys do all things Subaru and Niazi,
Isaac, Gab and the rest of the team are always professional and extremely easy to deal with. For
all things Subaru call ADS now and give your pride and joy the treatment it deserves!! I called
up for advice having just bought my first Subaru, a clean white 04 liberty sedan 3. What more
could you ask for? I'm looking for more advice having just bought a 2. I'll eventually give All
Drive Subaroo some money for their services, gladly. Their customer service and
professionalism is second to none. They even steam cleaned my engine bay. Thanks Guys love
your work. Fantastic to Deal with. They know the product. Picked up my Liberty Rs last week..
Just wanted to Give Niazi,Gabriel,Isaac and the whole team a massive wrap for first of all
listening to my Encyclopedia of things to be Done,Attention to Detail,Awesome presentation
beyond belief,The car use to be Doggy as a 2. Gets off the mark hard,Goes Great in the
mid-Range And holds top end,feels responsive ,Torque is Strong but mostly can be driven Daily
due to the smoothness And is so much more Driver friendly,Doesn t jerk like a rocking horse
anymore Thx Niazi for your Business Ethics,And Delivering on your customers needs,Thx
Gabriel for your endless hours to get the car so perfect Mechanically,Thx Isaac For
complementing to the team with an achievable package to suit ,and last but not least Chea from
powertune for an absolutely awesome Tune Dave All Drive Subaru was open so limped the car
out there where Isaac had a look over it for me. After diagnosing what could be wrong he
systematically looked at about issues which was causing the car to do this which he explained
to me as he went through them. This took 2. Needless to say after 2. I had never been there
before. Pricing was very competitive too. Motor gearbox and diffs all working well. Could not be
happier. Well worth the dollars spent. Exceptional worksmanship and communication during
the process. Looking forward to future endeavours together. My experience with All Drive
Subaroo was excellent. I ordered a reconditioned gearbox for my daughter's Forester and
collected it last Friday. From Niazi the owner to Rob, Chris, Adam, Ruben and the young guy in
the workshop who cleaned up the parts that I needed to keep who's name I didn't get , there was
their obvious experience and knowledge of all things Subaru, plus their professionalism,
helpfulness and, importantly, respect for this old guy trying to get my daughter's car back on
the road. I'll be recommending them to anyone I can. If you want something done right on your
Subaru, this is the place you want to take it! Such a great team there who really love their
Subarus and show that same love to their customers cars. They always spare the time to ensure
you get exactly what you want Great service! I ordered a part and it arrived the next day. Staff
were very polite and friendly. Thanks guys. Congrats to Isaac, Gab and the team and all drive.
Your boys done well today and Wakefield. Had engine exchanged and fitted by these guys very
happy with it a big thank you to Isaac Fam for your knowledge and your help to make this
happen nothing was a challenge for him went above and beyond to help once again thank you
to all the team. Yesterday I collected my car at 2pm with all my expectations exceeded. Both
Niazi, Isaac and the staff are extremely professional with constant communication along the
way both by emails and phone calls. I can highly recommend All Drive Subaroo. Since this was
the 1st time I used their services i was cautious at the start, but as time went on you could see
that they put the interest of the customer 1st, thanks again for the work you did on my car!!!!!
Amazing knowledge when it comes to Subarus and Mark has helped me with all my issues!
Running late this morning with kids and the guys quickly changed a battery on my remote and
sent me on my way and didn't ask for a cent. Now that is what I call service and why I send my
car there. Great communication, very honest and willing to help. Will be back soon to get more
upgrades and do my services. A team of consummate professionals and problem solvers!!
Isaac, Niazi and the team solved issues I was told by a Subaru dealer didn't exist. Would go
back again in a heartbeat! Cheers Guys!! It was Hard to start. I wanted my car back on the road
ASAP and didnt think i had a chance on a saturday. Anyways, Subaru wasn't open. I called up
All Drive Subaroo the next day; Saturday morning, i got my car towed there and they were able
to diagnose and fix the problem That Day! I was so impressed and the team are friendly, happy
to have a chat and really knowledgeable, they had a great vibe and highly recommend All Drive
Subaroo. Best workshop I have visited so far Customer service is outstanding, the boys did an
amazing job with the installation of my gearbox and everything is done properly no corners cut.

The quality of work is absolutely amazing with any faults. They told me it would be a two week
turn-around due to the public holiday and waiting for a part to arrive the week after I got the call
that it was all done and ready to go. Had a gearbox issue. So i started ringing around for a better
price. I spoke to rob from all drive subaroo. He asked me what trouble i had, once i explained it
to him he gave me a solution that solved my issue. It turns out all that needed to be done was
adjust a belt. So no rebuild required. I can say i was very happy with the result and it only took
me 15 mins to do. These guys at all drive subaroo if anything like Rob are lifesavers and great
people its great to know there are still people out there willing to help someone out and do it for
nothing. They could have said the same as the mob in hervey bay but they were honest. Once
again guys thank u very much. Your help was invaluable. Keep up the great work guys there
should be more trades people like yourselves. Kudos to u. Thunbs up ;-. Sausage sizzle and a
lovely free car wash ready for hvc. I was comtemplating doing this work on my car for a very
long time and did countless hours of research into what was involved and how much it would
cost. I was very impressed with the amout of knowledge he had and realised how much more
affordable the build would be with them. It included a fully built closed deck block with
reconditioned heads, full 6 speed conversion including diffs and modified tailshaft, all
supporting mods including top feed fuel conversion, surge tank set up and just way too much
to list. They kept me updated throughout the entire process and always rang me first if there
was anything they needed to change or add to the build with detailed reasons why. Long story
short, the customer service from the entire team was fantastic, the pricing was awesome, the
quality of the work was excellent and the turn around time was unbelievably fast for the amount
of work done, making the whole experience truly enjoyable. The car is an absolute response
monster with kw atw and nm of torque. Overall so happy and would not hesitate to recommend
All Drive Subaroo to everyone who wants work done on their Subaru from basic to massive hp
builds. Great customer service, very funny and they know their stuff!! I rang these guys to talk
about a problem im having with my '04 Forester pinging and was told to bring it out and well
take a look. Isaac couldnt have been more helpfull and honest and upfront with his diagnosis
and gave me a few options to try with the fuel system prior to me bringing it back for further
analysis. Their knowledge of Subaru's is excellent and you can tell the staff are all into their
Subys and passionate about them. Wouldn't take my car anywhere else they not only looked
after me but looked after my car , car was completely cleaned from the inside out after work was
carried out couldn't be anymore happier just wanna say a huge thanks again, cheers. After
blowing the engine on our Outback a short phone call with Isaac and Adam and I was booked in
for a new long block. Picked it up today to it being freshly detailed and running like a dream.
Awesome work with awesome customer service with realistic prices! Ive dealt with Mark, Nazai
and Isaac and no ones made me feel stupid for asking questions. They're genuine and so quick
to help. Top blokes. Plus the quality of the work on the back of that is absolute tops. Definitely
would recommend. If you want quality service this is the place to go!!! Extremely happy with
there work!!! I was informed about everything and kept in the loop. I had a need to replace the
engine in my Subaru Forester XT after it was destroyed in a freak accident. The replacement
engine performs perfectly and I'm very, very satisfied with the engine that was supplied as the
replacement. Quality and workmanship is a key to any successful business and in the case of
'All Drive Subaroo' there is no question of this being the case. As a retired Qantas Engineer with
42 years of service I have got to know what is good and bad with a company and believe me
your company is ten out of ten. Well done. Cheers too the boys at Alldrive effortless to deal with
and very knowledgeable. Pleasure to do business with and will continue to in the future. This
place and people are amazing! The hard work they've done is indescribable, there's no words to
describe how I feel or to describe the out of this world job they have done on my bug eye wrx,
they have spent about 2 months and a half in restoring it back to life. It is now pretty much as
close to an undercover STi hitting about kws, it is unbelievable. The work, time and effort they
have put in is immaculate and pure perfection, it is running smoothly and beastly, it sounds and
drives like a dream. I recommend these guys to absolutely anyone and everyone! Their work is
5 star and their products are also 5 star, the nicest and helpful bunch of people you can ever
find and they also share the same passion you do for your car. I'll definitely be going back there
from now on!!! Special thanks to Niazi and Isaac!! I appreciate all your help!! Just had my gc8 in
for a box and clutch replacement. Very happy with the service I received. Was kept up to date
every step of the way, big thank you to everyone you guys are awesome! Very up front honest
team. With after great service and advice. Very smart and experienced crew, highly recommend.
Clear communication and friendly staff. Highly recommend, for business and quality work. One
stop shop. Very Happy with their high quality work. Very Happy. Great people great work the
commitment is impressive and service perfect well done on all yr hard work to keep yr customs
happy. Adam and all the guys helped me out with a pinion and crown wheel for my WRX along

with some great advice. Would recommend them for their friendly helpful service. Cannot thank
the team at ADS enough! They helped me figure out the best solution suited to my budget and
always were there to answer or dicuss any different options. The car is now completely
transformed and a whole new beast. Knowledgeable team! Quality work! Big shout out to all the
guys from ADS Niaza and the boys gave such a good service, always letting me know what was
going, my 6 speed was stripped at another shop that over quoted me and didn't have much
experience, Niaza took the job on, had to reassemble a gearbox that was in pieces, did fabulous
job and the car drives unreal, top job, highly recommend, thanks so much!!!!!!! The new box
runs perfect. Nice and smooth shifts again. Happy days. I recently took my wife's car to Alldrive
Subaru for servicing as it had been giving us problems. He identified and showed me some
potential problems which he explained in a none technical language. It's been 3 months since
our car has been serviced and it has not given us any problems. A big shout out to all the boys
here. Service is next to none, quick and efficent. These guys know there stuff in and out. A
special thanks to Mark who goes above and beyond wouldnt take my car anywhere else! I get all
3 of my cars service here, wouldn't take it anywhere else. Keep up the good work guys. The best
customer service I've ever received. Since I'm a chick I have been tricked into paying for stuff
that I didn't need at other garages. The mechanics here are ALL very honest and I definitely go
out of my way to get my car looked after by these guys. Mark Hains is a really helpful and nice
guy who would go out of his way just to help with my 04 wrx and i got to admit the professional
quality with all drive subaroo is top stuff, they know what they are doing. Well done guys for
solving out my problem. Big relief to have it back and running perfectly with a simple oil
change. For all your Subaru needs highly recommend these guys. My first business with ADS,
to date I have received great advice and very prompt service for all my needs. Very professional
team. If you own a Subaru these are the guys. One stop shop for all Subaru needs. I've been
involved with the company for 15 years and never met a more dedicated, knowledgeable group
of auto techs. Just wish they'd work on SAABs. Really impressed with their excellent service
and professionalism. I had a turbo replacement and major service on my Forester and very
happy with the result. So far so good. Nazi organised a tow truck to pick up my car and were
very helpful on the phone. Know their stuff very well and will hopefully have my car back late
this week. Best service so far, can only get better from here. Cant wait to get my car back.
Thanks guys! I have my WRX in getting a gearbox rebuild, even before I have it back I was so
impressed with their customer service and friendly attitudes, that's why I went with these great
people reflecting a quality business. Thanks all drive. Fast and reliable, premium service and
best quality work. ADS Location Map. Follow Us We try to stay in constant contact with our
customers. Google Rating. Marcos Perez 07 May This organization provides a high quality
service. They were able to promptly pin point the problem with my gearbox and suggest a
reasonable course of action. I was very impressed with their professional manner and
especially their ability to listen to what my concerns were. Robert, Chris, Isaac, you have a great
team there. Matthew Saliba 07 May Cannot recommend these guys enough. You won't find any
mechanic in Sydney as honest, friendly and knowledgeable on Subarus. Ray Chenery 25 Jun I
am from Newcastle, very helpful and courteous people, Rob and Chris professional and polite,
helpful and sincere. Good price, Thoroughly recommended. Jason Tacugue 30 Apr I had taken
my car here to fix the transfer case bearing as it was making a grinding noise. I had thought the
issue was resolved, however I still noticed there was still a faint grinding noise in 1st and 2nd
gear. Tested it out on my friends wrx with the same modifications and year, but was unable to
find the same issues I was experiencing. William Culley 23 May It was an absolute pleasure to
deal with the team thay relly know there stuff and i live in central QLD and thay made the whole
experience a breeze and would highly recommend to anybody who need good service and
Subaru parts. G box came in a timely manner and was well packed and its made the car feel like
its new. AdsI have just had dealings with ads and my experience lived up to all the positive
reviews. I am not a mechanic so I have no idea of pricing, What I do know is if you are in need of
a heart transplant you don't go to your local GPYou then get what you pay for, so in other words
if your Subaru is in need of a professional fix then this is the place to bring it. I had a level 1
motor rebuild with a new clutch and could not be more happier with their help,advice, their
workmanship and the running of my car now with the rebuilt motor. It was especially nice when
the car came out cleaner than what it was when I took it there. My thanks to everyone at ads.
Vince Giordano 07 Feb I was looking for an honest and skilled garage for a timing belt
replacement on an 08 Forester. I was recommended the lads at All Drive and let me tell you, this
is the best garage I've ever been to. They know Subies inside out, and will give you an honest
and professional inspection before doing any work. They knew exactly what they were doing
and kept me in the loop throughout the whole job. If you want the job done right, come here.
Richard Mah 05 Mar As their reputation precedes them, their service was great! They are a

prime example of how all garages should operate and mechanics should behave, and they are
proof that great garages can be spic and span clean! Mandy Robinson 18 Dec Stephanie Janes
04 Dec Great customer service and very reasonably priced. A special thank you to Gabs for his
help. It is great to finally find an honest, reliable mechanic. I would definitely recommend!
Thanks again. Martinus Gerber 05 Mar Secondary air pump left the cruise light on in my
Forester. Many thanks Guys in ADS!! So professional and excellent customer service! Part was
great. Price was great. Great value. Sent other parts at no cost to me. I would highly recommend
All Drive Subaroo. David Charlesworth 01 Nov I bought my Subaru about a year ago and like any
12 year old car it had a few issues power windows and Air vent selectors which bugged me. I
did my research and decided to give All Drive Subaroo a shot to fix them. After looking at
forums and googling the parts to fix it I thought it was going to cost me quite a lot but Niazi and
his team managed to solve the issues with minimum parts being required and were very up
front about the work they had done They were super busy but let me bring the car in and use
their tools to do it myself with a bit of guidance and much needed advice. A little while later I
had overheating issues and thought I was definitely in for head gaskets The service I got was so
honest and such 1st class quality that I couldn't even imagine taking my car anywhere else.
Fast forward a year and the car is still going strong and all thanks to the amazing team at All
Drive Subaroo. Zack Says 26 Jan These guys are easily the best Subaru specialists I've ever
had the pleasure of dealing with. Their level of customer service and knowledge is unmatched
by any other specialist I've previously used and they charge exactly what they're worth. Keep up
the excellent work guys! I am very happy with All Drive Subaroo. They replaced the engine in
my Forester a couple of years ago and it hasn't given me any problems in the 45, km I've driven
since. I now have all my services carried out with ADS. S F 14 May Highly recommend you get in
touch with Isaac for anything Subaru related. Provided all information on gearbox, diff and
driveshaft options for my car, turned out I only needed the diff, opted for the r with modified rear
drive shafts, very proffesional, helpful, knowledgeable, and very fairly priced! Would definitely
go back! Tim Ribergaard 17 Jun All Dive Subaroo are the best they did everything they
promised and more. Thanks to all the team that made my engine replacement exhaust and brake
up grade a breeze love your work gentlemen. Your whole approach to my car was very
professional. I would recommend that anybody needing work done on there Subaru take it to All
Drive Subaroo.. Thanks Gentlemen. Wylie Rosser 14 Sep Robert was very helpful and
informative with my email communications, I look forward to doing business with these guys.
They are genuine and honest and I have spoken to many of their happy customers on a forum
page. Gavan Murphy 08 Jul I need to fix the head gaskets on my Forrester, and have found "All
Drive Subar
2002 ford explorer stereo
clarion laminate
mercedes s500 w220
oo" to be excellent by clearly outlining my potential pathways, by looking holistically at my
long term needs, and suggesting a well defined pathway that should give me many more years
of safe and sure motoring. It is very rare to find this level of professional advice, as most would
just look at the immediate problem and fix that, not appreciating what is the best pathway for
the customer to take. I cannot recommend them high enough. Experienced team with an
obsession with perfection always a nice finish product! Quality engine and gearbox builds!
Brendan E 01 Sep My car broke down and I happened to be not too far from ADS. I was familiar
with them, but had never been a customer prior. My car was towed there in the afternoon and
even though they were fully booked for the week, they still managed to make time to inspect my
car and diagnose the issue the very next day. Thankfully it was a minor repair and I was back on
the road in no time. Great service. Year Other. VIN Number optional.

